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Clustering/Classification: 
- two similar points would be in the same class.
- Not well-defined problem
- Similarity relation is transitive within a group
- Between-class Similarity is not transitive: Two objects similar to the 

same third may not be similar to each other.

Linkage/split process way leads to different structures.  (single, average, 
complete linkage).

Each method is adapted for a kind of shapes.



Linkage/split process way leads to different structures.  (single, average, 
complete linkage).

Each method is adapted for a kind of shapes.

No assumption about dataset → idea: combine many methods. 

S(N,K) : Number of possible partitions - N observations to partition in K groups 



From BDA2017
Gançarski et al.
Clustering collaboratif

Kinds of fusion and collaboration



Same dataset, same features. 

⇾ Information transfer by centroid information. 

Easy solution of sequential clustering.

But which partition to adapt? based on which criteria?



Cooperative fusion 

Find a consensus between all methods

Ground truthFusion - (KM-HC-HDBSCAN)



Initial Method:

- Apply n clustering methods from observations (same features or not). 
- From the n Partitions, compute a Consensus Matrix to adapt 

step 1 - Apply clusterings
step 2- Compute confusion matrix M(l,k) et M(k,l)  between each clustering 
partition . C_i,k the class number of the k methods

step 3- Compute similarity S(k,l)=M(Ck,Cl)xM(Cl,Ck)
step 4- Compute vote 
  

Improvements: 
- weighted vote by confidence score in clustering method
- weighted vote by silhouette score of each class/cluster.



Multi K-means Fusion.

Fusion - (multi-KM, K=1 to 12)



Other idea ?
Do you want to explore this also ?
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emilie.poisson@univ-littoral.fr
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